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Blame it on my dad, it follows with that X chromosome he gifted me. We call it the Simpson

Speed Gene and its dominance is undeniable. Manifestations presented early with demands for faster
stroller sprints and motorcycle rides around the block—this was before I turned two. Next came my first
car at five years old: a lawnmower engine powered “Jaguar” that I drove on wide high school sidewalks.
Jumping my bicycle in dirt lots, finding steep hills to bonsai down in
roller skates, and Hot Wheels instead of dolls and tea parties. As far
as I was concerned, the only thing Barbie had going was her pink
Corvette. Spending time hanging out with my dad, fixing the car
and handing him tools was where I wanted to be. At six, came my
first motorcycle, followed by 20+ years riding with my dad in the dirt
and later on a street bike. Muscle car in high school. Check. My
first Porsche experience: Enter the boyfriend with a ’64 356C that I
begged to drive—all the time. (I liked the car more than I liked him,
so you can guess how that played out.) A little early career success
led to the best car my budget could support: a sweet little MR2. This
was all going great, and then…FULL STOP. Career, marriage, an old
house restoration project, and the birth of my daughter made for a
very happy detour and any future speed aspirations were parked.
Planning, organizing, and risk mitigation are the hallmarks of my
work as a commercial banker and lender and it’s how I manage my
life. There’s no denying that I apply the same framework to anything I take on. Call me weird, but I have an EXCEL program called
“Turkey Timing”—enter the weight of the bird, the time you want to eat, and the beauty of algebra lays
out the steps to serve dinner on time. Bliss! This is how I am wired. My intensity scares people. A friend
recently reminded me of my reply when he suggested that I ease up on training for a long distance hike:
“Lightening up on myself is not how I get things done.” Yep, that’s me.
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Life is not so neatly ordered and the universe can randomly fire with devastating accuracy. Such was the case
when my husband of 26 years died after a grueling fouryear battle with a brain tumor. I’m not used to losing.
We’d lost and I was pissed. Facing the reality that all of
my research and fighting for the best doctors and treatments was not enough, I questioned all that I thought I
was. My skills had proven useless against the foe I most
needed to beat. This was not what I had planned for our
lives—his, mine, or our daughter’s. I made promises to
him to make a new life, to be happy, and to have fun. I
promised because that’s what you do when someone is
dying, but I had absolutely no idea what that would mean.
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While reflecting during long Sierra hikes, I decided that I
needed to be open to anything and everything. Regular
chats with my car loving younger brother revived my love
of cars, speed, and driving. With no plan and a rapidly approaching empty nest, I did something I never imagined
I’d do. Driving off the lot in my 2014 Audi R8, I questioned
my sanity even before I parked it in the garage. What
the “XXXX” (fill in the expletive) have I done? With zero
experience in a performance car, I knew that I didn’t want
to join the legions of new “in-over-your-head” supercar
owners that pop up on YouTube every day. Now what?
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Ahhh…that hard wiring, instinctual planning, risk mitigation thing
kicked in. Performance Driving school at Sears Point, finding the
Audi Club and their incredible instruction, and reading everything
I could get my hands on. Addicted to the intensity of driving the
track, the joy of learning, and making progressive improvement, I
needed a more regular track fix. Four events a year with Audi Club
wasn’t doing it for me. The Wild West, self-declared experience
and sketchy cars of private events didn’t fit my risk profile. Then,
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a wine-fueled, late night internet search “track events within 300
miles” yielded a surprising result: Porsche Owners Club. The club would let me come out and drive and
I didn’t need a P-Car. Woohoo! I can still remember the long pause when I called Dwain Dement for the
first time requesting an instructor: “You drive a what?” Here’s someone unknown to anyone in the club,
driving a powerful car, with only a few HPDEs under her belt. That’s a frightening formula. Dwain assigned
himself as my first instructor and pronounced “you’re not scary” after the first session at WSIR. That was
all the encouragement I needed to power on.
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At that first POC event just over three years ago I didn’t know anyone and was anxious to not embarrass
myself or mess up my car and felt self-conscious about my novice skills in a land of real racers. Excited at
the prospect of more track time and instruction, I pushed through the discomfort and walked the paddock
introducing myself to everyone, eavesdropping on your post session debriefs. You all probably thought I
was nuts or some kind of weirdo. By my second event at a sweltering Chuckwalla, fellow track rats generously offered to share
their camper air conditioning, amazing barbeque, and Scotch. But most of all, you freely shared knowledge and patiently answered my questions. Listening to the bench racing with a desert sunset backdrop was awesome. I was officially in love with a
sport that I didn’t know existed six months before.
The instruction in POC, for PDS and TT, is not the same as other car clubs and groups. POC is about racing, and a racer as an
instructor brings a different perspective. At Chuckwalla, George Meeker patiently, but firmly, pushed me to stop late apexing
every single turn. I got faster and improved. Other drivers and the Track Dads (as I’ve nicknamed Gary Selby and Jeff Johnson)
excitedly reported my lap time improvement, delivering high fives, and encouragement. When the track went cold at 5 PM, the
Scotch was poured and the ribbing started: You need a real race car. Lose the nannies. Street tires? Really? You need proper
safety equipment. I explained that I had a “real” race car—sharing 50% of the same platform as LMS series cars. You smiled.
I didn’t get it. Not yet.
Soon it became apparent to me how much my amazing car was doing for me—it was allowing me to drive at a level for which
I didn’t have the skills—that I didn’t deserve or earn. She would fix my mistakes. Traction control, coupled with AWD is like the
“Hand of God” calming a ferocious sea. I felt like I was cheating myself. How could I improve? What should I do? I needed to
push it more, but a big “off” in a street car like the Audi would mean a steady diet of mac & cheese to pay for repairs. No thanks.
Asking around for advice, my newfound POC friends were ready with the answer: You need a manual, RWD car with no nannies
that you are prepared to leave at the track if things don’t go as planned. OK…I’d had recent experience with things not going as
planned. Risk mitigation was in order.
Enter Project Bob. Under the direction of Dwain Dement and his
incredible team at Vision Motorsports we went about building a
BSX—something I could drive to the track that was simple, sturdy, reliable, with safety equipment, and wouldn’t break the bank.
Theoretically, the cost of “Bob” (as I named the car) was equal to
the deductible on my HPDE track insurance for the Audi. Theoretically. The slide down the slippery slope began.
It had been thirty years since I’d driven a manual and I knew nothing about car set up, tire management, gear ratios, heel-toe, suspension, etc. I felt like a little kid when the guys buckled me into
my harness the first time. The learning curve steepened again.
With each event, I learned more—about the car and myself. I
asked questions and an internal database was growing. Minding my own business, focused on getting better, trying to keep my head from exploding at the never-ending new concepts, it
was suggested that I take the next Racers Clinic. Huh? Are you kidding? I’m not going to race, no way. Just use the clinic as a
way to build skills they said. You’ll learn a lot they said. It’ll be fun they said. I’m thinking seriously about it at this point, but it
made absolutely no sense. That’s when the speed gene, fed with the prospect of a new adrenaline high, took over. The deal was
clinched when they said that I didn’t have to run the race at the end of weekend. The classroom instruction, on track exercises,
getting comfortable being uncomfortable, and great drivers giving us tips, all of it was incredible. Then came the biggest surprise
(to me) of the weekend: I was ready to race. I wanted to race. The vibe gridding up, the intensity of the start, the sound, the
focus, the rush. I loved all of it.
Six months into racing, it was obvious that my BSX-weight BSR was not competitive. Was I ready? Could I, would I, commit to
the next level? My fiscally conservative mindset was doing battle with the time and expense commitment of racing, when a good
friend reminded me: “There’s no Brinks truck following the hearse.” Flash forward to the present with Bob’s BSR conversion
completed in June and the slippery slope angle has increased to that of an avalanche zone. It’s a new car: 300 pounds lighter,
bespoke cage, suspension upgrades. It also meant the car was no longer street legal, so add a trailer and a car for towing. With
all of this investment, the time had come to really apply myself and become the best driver I can be. Bob’s first race at Sonoma
in July was a blast as we combined Red and Orange groups. So fun to be out there, holding my own with (most) of the Boxsters.
No longer was I willing to just “give” the faster cars an easy pass. Staying focused, side by side through T7 with Chick Richardson
was so much fun! It was also clear that I needed to re-learn the car; it was quite a handful compared to the more stable, heavy
BSX. A few adjustments to the car were in order, but it was the driver who really needed the work.
The learning curve these last few years has been steep, but with improvement milestones for measurement and reassurance.
Confidence in myself is my greatest struggle as I go deeper into my understanding of the sport. This Spring I experienced a major
epiphany in the most unexpected place. Driving with the Audi Club at Spring Mountain I headed out for an advanced driver day.
After a year racing the Boxster, my driving style had changed and I found the Audi to be almost unmanageable. Traction control
was kicking on and I felt the car fight me at every input. We were not dancing; we were boxing. Frustrated, I was sure there was
something wrong with the car and asked an R8 LMS mechanic to take the car for a lap. Instead, he asked a few questions. His
reply was simple: Turn off the traction control and lower the tire pressure. What??? That’s like Class V climbing without a rope.
Desperately wanting to enjoy tracking the R8 again, I decided to take it easy and give it a try. Wow! I had my car back and even
had moderate success getting that heavy car to rotate. What had happened while on my Boxster journey is that I had become
a better driver without realizing it. Subconsciously I was sensing and reacting to the car—better than the “save me” computer
could (within reason, of course).
The arc of the learning curve is a different now, it has flattened out with subtle, minute skills improvements. As a racer, most
of my development comes from self-coaching and observing fellow racers all while trying to hang on their bumper a bit longer
as they pass me. After Sonoma I decided to return to Time Trials for the balance of 2018. Time Trials does not command the
intensity, nor expect the same predictability, as racing. My tendency to over slow the lighter car, my lack of trust in myself, compounded with a more responsive car felt inconsistent and out of place in a race group. Don’t get me wrong, there are plenty of
fast cars and skilled drivers in Time Trials, but it is different. Armed with a plan for each session, I formulated an approach to
POC’s October Spring Mountain event. Most of what I did is thanks to Ross Bentley’s webinar, Self-Coaching for Drivers, as well
as an amalgamation of what I’ve gleaned from fellow racers and Time Trialers. We all read, look at video, take webinars and
seminars, but none of this is useful unless it’s applied. For each session I prepared a lesson plan with goals and objectives, and
a post session debrief. If you were there, you probably heard me talking to myself.
There is nothing magical or mysterious about my approach. Any driver serious about improving does some, or all, of it. For me,
being prescriptive is what makes the difference. Writing it down, checking myself, assessing and re-working the next session’s
plan helped me to improve, and more importantly, to gain confidence in myself and the car. My primary goals were to focus on
braking technique, master fast corners, and keeping the car balanced as I pushed more speed through turns. I made a notebook,
including track maps, notes, session goals, and had plans to use my new AiM data collection (user fail on that). Here’s what my
lesson plan looked like for day one:
Session 1: Re-familiarize myself with the track. On a track map I noted landmarks, track conditions, areas with good run off to
practice finding the outer limits of grip. Driving “off line” to test grip. Shift points, braking zones. Get my head into the rhythm
after three months away from the track.
Session 2: Focus on awareness of braking. How am I applying and releasing the brake? Target smoothness. Think about end
of braking point. Trigger words to keep focused during the session like “commit” and “on it.”
Session 3: Move in the braking zone. No lifting through sweepers—pick a throttle position and own it. Trust myself. Trust the
car. (I caught myself saying out loud: “Trust Bob.” It took all of my nerve to stay on throttle through T7.) Breathe. Don’t forget
that part.
Session 4: Work on brake release: sooner and smoother to carry more speed through the turns. Adapt steering input for the
increased speed. On throttle for two seconds longer. Breathe.
For many racers this is instinctive. Lucky you. For me these are developing behaviors and skills, a practice, and a mindset and
it’s all still new to me. My observations as a driver, racer, and instructor are that women do learn differently. Guys seem to have
no problem jumping in, scaring the crap out of themselves, screwing up, and saying “oh well, I won’t do that again.” Talking with
other women drivers, I’ve confirmed that most prefer to work our way up to the edge. For me, that means building an internal
database, a toolbox, of automatic reactions for situations when I exceed the limit. Reacting well to a mistake and not make a
bigger mess out of an already out of shape situation increases confidence. I know it’s not all academic and scientific—racing is
probably 95% skill and 5% nerve. Yes, I know there is that point when you have to just go for it. Some of my biggest learning
moments have happened when I’ve pushed myself to stay on throttle a little longer, brake a bit later or lighter and didn’t quite
get it right, but managed to stay in control (or regain it). Like my very first spectacular “off” at Buttonwillow CCW that ended
with a 180 off the turn onto the front straight. It was freeing. Big off, no big deal.
Confidence gained. But wait, there’s more: I learned that leaf blowers aren’t just for
leaves. This! This is what makes it so exciting and why falling asleep the night before
a track weekend is tough.
Finding the world of amateur motorsports has been an amazing and surprising journey. I never, ever imagined I’d be racing cars, yet it feels so right. The “nature” of
the DNA gift from my dad, combined with the “nurture” of how I decide to fuel my
instincts, presents an exhilarating challenge. It seems to me that a great racer’s
knowledge is like a bucket of water with a slow leak. Just when you think its full, the
level subsides, and it needs a top off. I’m working hard at filling the bucket and I expect my fellow racers will show me that the bucket’s not so full after all. I can’t wait.
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Spring Mountain POC Racers Clinic

By Lain McNeill
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October brought amazing fall temperatures and POC’s annual (soon to be bi-annual) journey west to
Spring Mountain Motorsports Ranch for a weekend of Cup Racing, Time Trials, Performance Driving
Series, and the second Racer’s Clinic of 2018.
In the weeks leading up to the event, I’d been alternately excited and anxious. Having skipped September’s Triple Crown event at
Auto Club Speedway, I felt a little removed from it all. Friday morning, kit packed and cooler stocked, I hit the road with the top
down and managed to make it out of LA proper well before 10 AM. The traffic (or lack thereof) had my spirits high as I hit Interstate
15 and settled in for the drive through the desert. Minutes later, a drivetrain malfunction light was blinking on my dash, followed
by a conspicuous limp mode, and I was backtracking to a dealer service department in Ontario.
While waiting for the diagnosis, I sent a text to one of my fellow first-year POCers, Clay Medley who was also signed up to run the
race clinic that weekend, to let him know that I might be in later than planned. He immediately offered to swing by and pick me
up, but I held off, hoping that my car would be fixable within the day. Fast forward a few hours later, and word is the parts won’t
be here until Monday.
Fortunately for me, Clay pinged me back in the interim and reiterated his offer. This time it was simply too good to refuse. And
here’s where the story about the POC Racers Clinic takes on broader implications about the POC community. Clay drove out of his
way in horrendous LA traffic, to pick me up at the dealership where we also met up with Mark Adams. In a stroke of good fortune,
all three of us were registered for the racers clinic, so we set off in true spring break roadtrip fashion with plenty to talk about
as we drove through the desert. Mind you, I knew none of these people in December, 2017, and here we were making our way
into the Nevada desert, bypassing Vegas and heading to the little town of Pahrump, Nevada to spend a weekend with the POC.
Something about this strikes me as indicative of POC’s cohesiveness and the spirit of engagement that permeates everything
about the organization. It truly does become familial in many ways.
Conversation during the trip revolved around many issues, but central to the discussion was the POC and how it had become an
important part in each of our journeys. As we made our way to Pahrump, each of us reflected on our own story and shared our
path to this weekend – our final racers clinic. Like both Clay and Mark, this is my first year running with POC. I discovered it after
a few track days and much research on what I wanted to drive as a track-only car. When I settled on Boxster Spec, PCA and POC
were at the top of everyone’s list in SoCal, with the predominant opinion being PCA mixes social, driving, and some racing, while
POC is “all racing all the time,” with an emphasis on educating and bringing drivers up through the ranks. It sounded amazing
and I set out to find or build a Boxster Spec to join in the fun.
When I first approached Vali at Vali Motorsports about building a car in late 2017, I stated my intention of participating with POC
and learning as much as possible by doing a full year of PDS in 2018, followed by TT in 2019, and then eventually on to cup racing
(maybe). Vali laughed and said it would all happen much faster than that. And, of course, he was right. Clay, Mark, and I all laughed
about Vali’s enthusiasm and his insight, and agreed that we’d traveled very similar paths over this past year. That common ground
made it feel like a trip with old friends.
We arrived for a late dinner, then off to bed before our 7:15 AM drivers meeting immediately followed by the Racers Clinic. Finally,
it was time for me to put it all together: Performance Driving Series in January and February, March Racers Clinic at Buttonwillow,
April Festival of Speed running with the Time Trials group, back to PDS in May and June, then the Time Trials again in August for
Laguna Seca. A whirlwind year of driving, learning, and making amazing friends. Now, with the 2nd Racer’s Clinic imminent, my
insecurities were coming forward, and it felt as though I had barely stepped through the door – yet here we were with only this
final clinic remaining before we’re to become provisional racers.
Was I ready to race with the Orange Run group? Running with Vali Motorsports, I spend most event weekends side by side with
a talented group of Spec Boxster racers. I know their times and where I run compared to each of them. Coming into October with
cold feet and insecurities is not what I had envisioned when I finished up Laguna Seca with a big smile on my face back in August.
But for me, this process of engaging and overcoming insecurity has always been a part of how I learn. Some charge forward and
seem to have all the confidence in the world. For me it’s a slow and sometimes onerous process that I don’t always enjoy, but
that eventually gets me to where I want to be.
Looking over issues of Velocity from years past, it becomes apparent that although the names may change, the story, the smiles,
the camaraderie and even the challenges, fears and sometimes insecurities all remain the same. In that regard, the POC Racers Clinic, complete with the end-of-weekend race, is a hallowed tradition. It is something that we can all be proud we worked
through as individuals and as part of a larger cohort of new racers. As has been repeated time and time again, we had already
started building our reputations, but now this process would be particularly visible as we stepped out on to a more competitive
stage.
As we settled in for the classroom morning session, my first impression was that this was a smaller, more intimate class than
what we had at Buttonwillow. Approximately a dozen prospective racers versus nearly 30 in March. Paging through the syllabus,
the topics, and exercises looked pretty much the same. I noted that everyone knows that’s just the outline and our instructors will
likely adapt the discussion and exercises to what we exhibit over the course.
Session One is the perfect example. The planned side-by-side exercise becomes follow the leader, as many of us had expressed
concern at never having been on this track before. Once we got out there, it was a combination of getting comfortable with the
track and with each other. For me, skipping the September Auto Club Speedway weekend, was coming back to haunt me. The
car felt almost alien over the 3.4 mile, 20 turn configuration. Fast in some regards, while in others it seemed like I was in second
gear entirely too often.

We came off the track and immediately cornered Orange Group racers, Ana Predescu and Alex Hainer, who were sitting on a
couch in the paddock with a track map. Okay, not as bad as we thought. There is some second gear utilization and the track does
have an exceptional number of turns in the Mansell configuration. Ana and Alex did their best to walk us through some of the
nuances and allay our concerns. Quick overview finished, we hustled back to the classroom for the session debrief with Dwain.
Not much time to figure it out now, as we immediately had new topics, discussion, and exercises on the agenda. This was the
pattern for most of the weekend.
“You get people who will compete against you with every fiber of their being out on the track,” noted Clay Medley, “but right up
until the moment you head out there and immediately after you come off the track, they’re happy to give you as much advice as
they can. After all, it’s all about capabilities and execution in the end. Every time you’re up against another driver on a different
track, the scenario is slightly different than what it was the time before. It’s a very dynamic situation that constantly evolves and
changes.” This not only means that it’s a great place to learn, but POC also is a great place to race because better drivers just
make better competition for all of us.
As the intensity escalated and the track became more familiar, the times dropped, even in the face of the more complex exercises.
The points laid out by CDI Dwain Dement and co-instructor Mike Monsalve were too numerous to recap in detail, but there were
many that clearly resonated with the drivers. For me, it was, “Don’t be the nice guy and try to assist the faster car to pass. Hold
your line and be predictable as they’ve planned their pass two to three turns back.”
The Saturday night meal was held in the Spring Mountain clubhouse, and it was a fine affair indeed. Laughs around the fire,
stories from the day, races gone by remembered, and plans for the 2019 season reviewed. Again, the community and the relationships are the wonderful constant to these weekends. The time on track is glorious, but the moments in between are filled with
laughter and learning, as well.
Sunday arrived and we were back in class, then right onto the track for a quick warm-up lead and follow. Next, one more session
with a few practice starts, and finally the race. For me, the going was slow, and it felt as though I were still trying to process the
new track in tandem with the points here and there from the clinic. My own attempt to stay firmly under the radar was quashed
when I blew the start in my first experience in pole position (during the Australian start). Nerves jangling, I pulled out a little fast,
and though I did ease up to bring the field up into my mirrors, apparently it was only the first half of the field that made it forward.
Had it not been a 3.4-mile track, I’m sure they would’ve waved off the start.
Back in class, Dwain mentioned that we might need some more practice with our starts (firm gaze directed at me), so he gave us
the choice of either finishing our clinic with the planned race, or another session of practice start. The class settled on one practice start, then a second start signifying the race was kicking off. Class was dismissed and we were done until race time at 3PM.
With a solid two hours before our final session, several of us climbed the tower to watch the Orange Group racers, and here as
much as anywhere is where it all came together for me. My weekend had been exceptionally slow, with my pace off significantly
from where I expected to run. My times, relative to the Orange Group don’t even warrant mentioning, but as I watched those racers turn lap after lap, it became apparent that nearly everyone out there had someone to race with. The battle for the lead was
fierce, but the battles midpack were just as riveting, if not more so. Knowing these people as I have come to know them over
this last year, and matching their personalities to their driving styles, makes the experience all the more exciting. Watching them
I sensed the respect they each have for one another, which really drove home the fact that reputations are made from day one
and are continually built upon every day going forward.
Back on track, our final session went without a hitch. As those early post start moments of anxiousness faded away, I finally felt
the exhilaration and sense of peace that I’d been looking for all weekend. I vowed to allow myself to find the rhythms of the track
and the car, and to ease off the critical thinking that had been a barrier to my full engagement. Dwain says he can learn a new
track in four laps. I sometimes feel like I need four days. Still, by the end of the weekend, it was a different track to me than it had
been early Saturday. With time and practice, particularly running with an abundance of skilled racers, it will be a new track to me
once again in 2019. For many of us, this is why we push ourselves to advance and eventually run with the racers. Each one has
something to teach us. Racers Clinic is a rite of passage and a bonding experience that settles us into our new roles within our
respective POC groups.
Back in impound, we smiled and laughed and shared a remembered corner or two with our soon-to-be fellow POC racers. Dwain
passed back our logbooks, we snapped a few pics, and just like that it was over… yet as always just beginning.
Racers Clinic was over, and we all made it. We’ve put that big red dot on our race cars, let everyone know, “Yes, I
want to be a POC racer. I’m here to run with you. I see you and I’m learning from you. I appreciate the education,
but, I still want to beat you on the track.”
Friends and competitors, one and the same, side-by-side. It’s an amazing tradition and worthy of a moment to
reflect, and to be proud of what each of you have brought to this amazing organization you know as the Porsche
Owners Club.
The drive home was beautiful. The sun-swirled clouds scattered across an expansive sky and I couldn’t help wish the track was
closer, but then I thought, perhaps it is about the journey.
Certainly, those of us in the racers clinic felt that way and enjoyed the moments spent along the path to becoming POC racers.
Driving, and eventually racing, are reflections of who we are and how we engage the world. We each approach it uniquely, but
with many common elements. The understanding and commonality is another part of what makes POC so tight-knit and relationship oriented. Newly minted provisional racer Mark Adams captured the heart of it: “The POC is like family, and just like any
family we’ll have ups and downs, but at the end of the day we’re all on the same team. That’s the beauty of it. People can race
really hard against each other but come off the track laughing and looking forward to the next session with people they respect
and genuinely enjoy doing this with.”
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We have a world of resources at our ﬁngerrps. Through our Virtuoso partnership
we oﬀer exclusive access to ameniies, upgrades, concierge services, and
on-the-ground local assistance to create your unforgeeable experience.
We are proud to be a sponsor of the Porsche Owners Club. From weekend
getaways to longer vacaaons, we collaborate with you on all of your travel
dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifeeme, it’s about a lifeeme of
extraordinary trips.
A nywhere. Anyyme. Anyway.
Porsche Owners Club
Personal Travel Concierge
1.800.617.3709
poc@tangerinetravel.com
www.TangerineTravel.com

Register NOW for...

WILLOW SPRINGS
December 1-2
Our “Grand Finale”!
You don’t want to miss this one...It’s your
last chance of the year to get your kicks
(and points) in the high desert

Register Today!

2017 Porsche Owners
Club Yearbook
CLICK HERE to get your copy!!

Check Us Out!
Be sure to check out the POC
website for our 2018 schedule of
events and to stay current on PDS,
Time Trial and Cup Racing standings.

And, don’t miss the Official POC
Facebook Page with photos, videos
and comments from our members.
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